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1 Summary

1. This document provides evidence that at Friday April 06 07:04:02 AM
2012 (UTC), a document existed with the following SHA256 secure hash
value:
3852d3fa73808c6d0cdc516ec677723d864eee6343a0d38ef4ad657c9db8c5ef

2. Section 4 contains a machine-readable data structure that acts as the
evidence.
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3. Section 5 contains a computer program that needs section 4 as input. This
computer program veri�es the correctness of its input. Input is de�ned to
be "correct" if it provides evidence which follows the method described in
section 2 and the format described in section 3.

(a) The computer program is designed such that, if an incorrect input
is given, the output of the computer program consists of a message
which indicates that the input is incorrect, and a second message
which indicates why the input is incorrect.

(b) The computer program is designed such that, if a correct input is
given, the output of the computer program consists of a message
which indicates that the input is correct, and a second message which
indicates the timestamp and the secure hash value.

4. Section 2 gives a detailed explanation of how section 4 provides evidence
for the statement in this section. Based on section 2, an expert should
be able to judge the strength of the evidence and the accuracy of the
timestamp.

5. Section 3 gives a detailed description of the data format of section 4.
Based on sections 2 and 3, an expert should be able to judge the correct-
ness of the computer program in section 5.

2 Explanation

2.1 Bitcoin

This timestamping method is based on the Bitcoin electronic payment system.
Bitcoin is described in detail in the paper

Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System
File name: bitcoin.pdf
SHA256sum: b1674191a88ec5cdd733e4240a81803105dc412d6c6708d53ab94fc248f4f553

The parts of the Bitcoin system that are relevant for the timestamping method
will be described in this section.
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2.2 Secure hashes

Secure hashes are essential to the functioning of both Bitcoin and this times-
tamping method.

A hashing method takes a piece of data (for instance, an electronic docu-
ment) as input, and gives another, small, �xed-length, piece of data (called the
hash value) as output. The hash value can be seen as a ��ngerprint� of the
input data: repeatedly applying the same hashing method to the same input
always results in the same hash value, but applying the same hashing method
to di�erent input usually results in a di�erent hash value.

When two input documents result in the same hash value, this is called
a hash collision. The probability of an accidental hash collision can be made
arbitrarily large by increasing the length of the hash value: the number of possible
hash values increases exponentially with the hash size, so the probability of an
accidental hash collision decreases exponentially with the hash size.

In addition to this, a secure hash method has the property that it is infeasible
to deliberately create a hash collision. In other words, for a given document,
it is infeasible to create another, di�erent document, that has the same secure
hash value. Typically, the fastest way to do this for a secure hash would be to
simply try out di�erent variations of the document, until a variation is found
that turns out to have the same hash value. The expected number of operations
needed to do this scales exponentially with the size of the hash.

Bitcoin and this timestamp method use the SHA256 secure hashing algo-
rithm, which has a hash size of 256 bits. The expected number of hash calcu-
lations needed to create a deliberate hash collision is 1

2
2256; even if the fastest

supercomputer could evaluate one hash per processor-clockcycle, it would take
it longer than the age of the universe to create a deliberate hash collision.

This means that a secure hash value is a reliable identi�cation of a document:
a secure hash value can not correspond with two documents in any feasible way.
Also, existence of the secure hash value of a document at a certain moment
proves existence of that document at that moment: it is infeasible to �rst create
a secure hash value, and later create a document that corresponds with exactly
that hash value.

2.3 The Bitcoin block chain

Bitcoin maintains a publicly accessible transaction log, which is exchanged be-
tween Bitcoin users over a "peer-to-peer" network. Transactions are included
in "blocks", which are cryptographically chained together into a "block chain":
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every block (except for the �rst block) contains a secure hash of the previous
block.

To solve the "double spending" problem, it is essential for Bitcoin to reach
consensus between its users on which transactions have been performed. This
is achieved by making the Bitcoin block chain a "hard-to-counterfeit" object.
Every block in the block chain contains a "proof of work", which proves that the
creator of the block has spent a considerable amount of computational e�ort
into creating the block. If several alternative block chains exist, then Bitcoin
users select the chain with the greatest total amount of work.

Bitcoin users continuously append new blocks to the block chain, which
contain the latest transactions. By appending to a particular chain, they indicate
that they consider that chain to be the "true" chain, and by appending their
own block (with proof-of-work) to it, that chain gains even more advantage over
alternative chains. This mechanism gives the Bitcoin network a strong tendency
to select one block chain as the "true" one, and reject all others, and as a result
of this, consensus is reached over which transactions have been performed.

2.4 Creating a fake blockchain

To counterfeit the block chain, or in other words, to change the transaction
history if Bitcoin, one needs to re-do the entire amount of work. One could also
attempt to counterfeit only the most recent part of the block chain: for that,
only the work of that more-recent part needs to be redone. In both cases, one
needs more computational power than the rest of the Bitcoin network, since it
is necessary to "catch up" with the other Bitcoin users, who keep expanding the
original block chain.

As of march 2012, the total computational power of the Bitcoin network is
estimated to be much larger than even the fastest sumercomputer in the world
(146 PetaFLOPS vs. 10.51 PetaFLOPS). So, to counterfeit the block chain,
very large investments would be needed. Besides, such an action would not
go unnoticed, since the appearance of a completely di�erent block chain would
immediately draw attention from many Bitcoin users. As of march 2012, such
an event has never happened.

2.5 The block timestamp

To compensate for the increasing speed of new computers, the required di�culty
of the "proof-of-work" for new blocks is dynamically adjusted, such that, on
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average, one new block is generated every 10 minutes. To assist in adjusting
the di�culty, each block contains a timestamp. The Bitcoin software checks the
value of this timestamp, and if it is outside a certain error window, the block
is rejected, and no new blocks are based on the rejected block. So, if many
blocks (with a lot of proof-of-work) are created on top of a certain block, the
timestamp must be correct within a relatively small error window.

Since the block timestamp is used in the timestamping method of this docu-
ment, The size of this error window determines the accuracy of the timestamping
method. It is especially important that the block timestamp is not set to a value
that is much earlier than the true moment when the block was created. The
Bitcoin software follows the following rule:

A timestamp is accepted as valid if it is greater than the median
timestamp of previous 11 blocks, and less than the network-adjusted
time + 2 hours. "Network-adjusted time" is the median of the
timestamps returned by all nodes connected to you.

The important part here is �the median timestamp of previous 11 blocks�. With
a rate of one block per ten minutes, this is typically one hour before the block's
true moment of creation. With less blocks per hour, the di�erence is larger (e.g.
one block per twenty minutes gives an approximate di�erence of two hours),
but in practice the block rate is never that far away from the ten-minute-per-
block target. This can be veri�ed by looking at the timestamp values of all
blocks in the block chain: Because of the huge computational e�ort involved in
creating blocks, any attempt to create fake timestamps will only a�ect a very
small percentage of blocks.

The conclusion is that the timestamp value in a block is a hard-to-counterfeit
value, representing the true creation moment of the block with an accuracy of
a few hours, if that has been accepted into the Bitcoin block chain.

2.6 The block data

A block does not only contain a timestamp, but also a number of Bitcoin trans-
actions. A block consists of the following elements:

• A block header, consisting of (among other things)

� The secure hash of the header of the previous block

� The timestamp
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� The root value of the Merkle tree of the block data

• The block data, consisting of

� A list of Bitcoin transactions

� AMerkle tree. The value of each node in the tree is the secure hash of
the values of its children, which are concatenated together. For two
children, the formula for the value of a node is SHA256 (SHA256 (c1c2)).
The leaves of the tree are the secure hashes of the transactions in
the block. All other nodes have one or two child nodes.

The Merkle tree cryptographically links the Bitcoin transactions to the block
header, which is cryptographically linked to the other blocks in the block chain.
E�ectively, a block that has been accepted into the block chain proves that
the transactions in the block existed at the moment that is indicated by the
timestamp in the block header.

2.7 Creating an extension to the Merkle tree

For this timestamping method, the block chain is used to timestamp arbitrary
documents, not just Bitcoin transactions. This is realized in the following way:

• Secure hashes are created for all documents that need to be timestamped.

• From these secure hashes, a Merkle tree is created, with the same hashing
formula as used by the Bitcoin Merkle tree.

• A Bitcoin transaction is created, which includes the root value of the
Merkle tree. This root value is included in the transaction by encoding it
in the exact amounts that are transferred by the transaction.

E�ectively, the Merkle tree of the Bitcoin block is extended with the new branch.
This new Merkle tree branch, and the documents themselves, are not in-

cluded in the Bitcoin block data: the Bitcoin protocol does not allow this, and
even if it were possible, the Bitcoin community would not appreciate the extra
storage and network capacity needed for all this new data.

Instead, the new part of the Merkle tree is included in this certi�cate. The
Bitcoin part of the Merkle tree is also included: it is possible that Bitcoin users
decide against storing old block data, so it is useful to keep a backup of this
tree data in this certi�cate.
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The document itself is not included in the certi�cate: depending on the
�le size, that could make the certi�cate impractically large. The holder of the
certi�cate is responsible for keeping a copy of the document, along with this
certi�cate, so that remains possible to verify this certi�cate in the future.

The block headers are not included in the certi�cate either. They are con-
sidered to be publicly available. The certi�cate includes the block index of the
block that was used for this certi�cate.

3 Format

The data in section 4 is formatted as an XML �le. The root element has element
name �timestampCerti�cate�, and has no attributes. It has the following child
elements:

version The �value� attribute contains the version of the format and method.
For this document, the value should equal �1�.

blockIndex The �value� attribute contains the block index of the block that
was used for timestamping, in decimal notation.

blockTimestamp The �value� attribute contains the block timestamp value,
in decimal notation, without fractional seconds. The timestamp is given
as UNIX time.

merkleTree One of the two Merkle trees.

The �which� attribute indicates which of the Merkle trees is described
by this element: which=�block� refers to the Bitcoin block Merkle tree;
which=�timestamp� refers to the Merkle tree extension of the timestamp-
ing method.

The �root� attribute contains the root value of the Merkle tree, in hexadex-
imal notation. Note that, while some Bitcoin software shows hash values
in little endian notation, this format always uses big endian notation.

The tree data itself is included as sub-elements that have the element
name �treeItem�. Not the entire Merkle tree is included: only the branch
that is relevant for the timestamp of this particular document is included.

The �treeItem� elements are ordered from root to leave, and have the
following attributes:
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leftHash The hash value of the left child of this element, in hexadecimal
notation. Note that, while some Bitcoin software shows hash
values in little endian notation, this format always uses big
endian notation.

rightHash The hash value of the right child of this element, in hexadec-
imal notation. Note that, while some Bitcoin software shows
hash values in little endian notation, this format always uses
big endian notation.

followDirection Indicates whether the next treeItem is the left child (�left�)
or the right child (�right�) of this treeItem. For the last
treeItem in the merkleTree, this indicates which of the child
items is the leave that corresponds to the transaction (for the
�block� merkleTree) or the document (for the �timestamp�
merkleTree).

transaction The content of this element is a hexadecimal dump of the Bitcoin
transaction that was used for the timestamp. Its secure hash corresponds
with the �leave� in the �block� Merkle tree. The output amounts of the
transaction encode a message in the following way:

The �rst output amount is unused in the encoding. Each of the other 17
output amounts encodes 16 bits of a 272-bits message. The outputs occur
in big endian order. Each transaction amount uses the least signi�cant
bits for encoding, so that each amount is between (including) 0.00000000
and 0.00065535.

message The �value� attribute contains the 272-bits message that is encoded
in the transaction. The most signi�cant 8 bits have the (hexadecimal)
value 03, the least signi�cant 8 bits have the (hexadecimal) value 00. The
other bits in the message are the root of the �timestamp� Merkle tree.

documentHash The �value� attribute contains the secure hash of the times-
tamped document. This equals the �leave� in the �timestamp� Merkle
tree.

4 Data
<timestampCertificate>

<version value="1"/>
<blockIndex value="174493"/>
<blockTimestamp value="1333699022"/>
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<merkleTree which="block" root="1c02085756e9fa357a6d28c4e5023027fadcd966b026ecf8b76da2676ad6628b">
<treeItem
leftHash="149a949e6c9988ae3acb77a5f3f96caba13ef16f40177b39e05ac173cc142e1c"
rightHash="1f3cd02f7af313840a26f877851844a8d458c50656ed3d8efc0e8f18feca2b2b"
followDirection="left"/>
<treeItem
leftHash="b8a8051542dff9e7aa7ebec66fa5cb259d0b2dde78fa63812e1efaaa79a839de"
rightHash="9d4eadce6e7636bab6e1698c770cf2aef32996124c3f07b53fcfbbf80f7a0c34"
followDirection="right"/>
<treeItem
leftHash="c45fa4ece895438de8f5fd8e81da5c5e00e44057007a1d40cce7496d1ff73d88"
rightHash="7c7846269b3ed7b533b2f8d59ff77e7ef0c2eac09c20a8fb2cdaf89f36a1700f"
followDirection="right"/>
<treeItem
leftHash="803f9f2c2f13f066097eab7a1efad4a2dbaf9fc1ee3b46493b0e0cb7db4d6454"
rightHash="67c33c6a11263f0338d35feb0b622e0b3af99e9eaa8fd72765e61778f5bba5ba"
followDirection="left"/>
<treeItem
leftHash="5ee9278e3dd28b69639accce16aa6f2a083496586f80202cdc5015a4fcd5e819"
rightHash="532e17677b32d08fee145b7460b2ff3a0a1602b33b50562ab6ddda8b632e58b7"
followDirection="left"/>
<treeItem
leftHash="cc5072e4d1a5762e9ace3bdc2c1ab5f284f2a68d8ff68d67010799548b919ff2"
rightHash="1c671a394f779034b533f6df6dd6df8928cc8f229167d10e89834abdc70369d1"
followDirection="left"/>

</merkleTree>
<transaction>

01000000010e0e8f01e0718d9b965baf11531ab5d17a0190730af713f6fedcf4194c492c31010000
008a47304402204f85bfceddfa5ff4ca1d6b70f9a1461edae75f3309f242d879250ed6579a94c002
2031c54e4e72de6a095b237a672930c1ca3f1e983070fbd930b1ed51104be5f51b014104d06b1c3c
d1d52858e7135bc7205a26945bdf01222ae1ff2c7be05d851082fcec1b73ab1245ba59d468eb46ee
46637693b05cfeec19d392f9ec60b1b2ef62f966ffffffff1238f03a0c000000001976a91434e40b
05ecc680331264248c62a3afecd1d7228f88acce030000000000001976a9144e6f069efe3f722879
4ad522e794a17ab7799e7e88ac06610000000000001976a9146a86d7373837cb5bc2efa1f10a93a3
b9a58711df88ac89620000000000001976a9144df1f63a3a468b9fee8ad64f47f927cf5d98635088
ac954f0000000000001976a9146b9fa09ef94296828557d5d259706a959eb90ae088ace9cc000000
0000001976a9146c8b7e29d6cd510f86fac37fda4ddc0d451d603d88ac558e0000000000001976a9
144cfd5a53c4542526beed265b92dc73774ed20fe688ac88540000000000001976a91440a5dbeeb3
65dcd78202950274034acbd4ea18ef88acd0b70000000000001976a914344e35cb646036f7b55e65
3bd5bd51c94a4cf75f88ac4fff0000000000001976a914573b62fdc9205c87606316c2baaf31d2c3
b39fd588ace80d0000000000001976a914431e7b0ca07a8b9b9576e665c90b7559feca489e88ac75
3b0000000000001976a91437045646f6ed6d56656fc501c7ee417ac2ad7f8888acb3d20000000000
001976a9145b79d60b1ceda6ff0f53021e96054bfaf30aad6788ac38290000000000001976a91446
7dca5c71d6f8cd22a86950199f54bb49692d2088ac1a4c0000000000001976a91461da4633a3ce39
46e9851cbd7a9d9e2b4aff6aa488ac339d0000000000001976a9144a9717b39f845f0b0d4cdafbeb
b2c036ad53634388acd9240000000000001976a914444191cce67f8ad49413bc1340b62a32f4ec31
6a88ac00670000000000001976a9146e2ccfe6763b4beca44fd4619a84e46a8ecaf34d88ac000000
00

</transaction>
<message value="03ce610662894f95cce98e555488b7d0ff4f0de83b75d2b329384c1a9d3324d96700"/>
<merkleTree which="timestamp" root="ce610662894f95cce98e555488b7d0ff4f0de83b75d2b329384c1a9d3324d967">

<treeItem
leftHash="ab392e3e210064027a378443396b4a2b19419f40b056e5f8ffa3113e0a3f4a07"
rightHash="3852d3fa73808c6d0cdc516ec677723d864eee6343a0d38ef4ad657c9db8c5ef"
followDirection="left"/>
<treeItem
leftHash="96c6b10e59dcd21c0902afd3bdbed89f8b7f09b769a177b7bc56ebcbbafefd47"
rightHash="8b00553d97a14200909273d17d7243e92e9da5fa6884cba10b0a5ad478d6a817"
followDirection="left"/>
<treeItem
leftHash="f425737810093f136c92d04cffecd5f9f748c8c0d7d6247aca542bbcc9e91385"
rightHash="937b3a426472c34e892d2ded3a58c71eb1edb533f0049bc4cf311cbd8ecdc31e"
followDirection="left"/>
<treeItem
leftHash="17c6897db56b5642f79d7e0d9042d7488c0a3589de30cf43c702988fadafae5e"
rightHash="c19341725e640feaff489296678254734e4925829a9cfa21c99f0e7391c3ff74"
followDirection="left"/>
<treeItem
leftHash="3852d3fa73808c6d0cdc516ec677723d864eee6343a0d38ef4ad657c9db8c5ef"
rightHash="3852d3fa73808c6d0cdc516ec677723d864eee6343a0d38ef4ad657c9db8c5ef"
followDirection="left"/>

</merkleTree>
<documentHash value="3852d3fa73808c6d0cdc516ec677723d864eee6343a0d38ef4ad657c9db8c5ef"/>

</timestampCertificate>
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5 Veri�cation
<html>
<?php
/*
Program written in PHP >= 5.2

This program verifies a version=1 timestamp certificate.
Usage:
Save this file as "verify-v1.php" on a web server with a sufficiently recent
PHP version. Then, use the page with a web browser.

An online version of this program can be used at
http://timestamp.ultimatestunts.nl/verify-v1.php
*/

/*
Generates error message for cases where the error means that the certificate is
not correct. This is done by generating an exception, so normal program flow
is interrupted.

Input:
$text: the error text
*/
function certificateError($text)
{

throw new Exception("Certificate is not correct.\n" . $text);
}

/*
Generates error message for cases where the error means that the correctness of
the certificate could not be checked. This is done by generating an exception,
so normal program flow is interrupted.

Input:
$text: the error text
*/
function processError($text)
{

throw new Exception("Could not check validity of certificate.\n" . $text);
}

/*
Retrieves the block information.
The server that delivers the block information must support the
"block-height" API function in the same way as blockchain.info does.

Input:
$height: the block height (there must be only a single block at that height!)
$_POST["url"]: the base URL from which the info must be retrieved.

Return value:
A data structure that contains all relevant information about the block.
*/
function getBlockData($height)
{

$baseURL = $_POST["url"];

if(substr($baseURL, 0, 7) != "http://")
processError(

"For safety reasons, only HTTP block info sources are accepted");

$url = "$baseURL/block-height/$height?format=json";

$fp = fopen($url, "r");
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if($fp === FALSE)
processError("Could not open URL: $url");

$fi = �;
while (!feof($fp) && strlen($fi) < 1000000)

$fi .= fread($fp, 8192);
if(!feof($fp))

processError("The block info source returned too much data");
fclose($fp);

$decoded = json_decode($fi);
if($decoded === NULL)

processError("Could not JSON-decode the returned block info");

$blocks = $decoded->{"blocks"};

if(count($blocks) > 1)
processError("Found multiple blocks at height $height");

if(count($blocks) < 1)
certificateError("Found no blocks at height $height");

return $blocks[0];
}

/*
Retrieves the certificate data as a parsed XML structure,
using the SimpleXML API.

Input:
$_POST["certificate"]

Return value:
The certificate data structure
*/
function getCertificateData()
{

$certificate = $_POST["certificate"];
try

{return new SimpleXMLElement($certificate);}
catch (Exception $e)

{certificateError("Certificate could not be parsed as XML");}
}

/*
Finds the requested merkleTree element in the certificate.

Input:
$certificate: the certificate data structure
$which: which tree must be returned (either "block" or "timestamp").

Return value:
The element from $certificate that contains the requested tree
*/
function getMerkleTreeFromCertificate($certificate, $which)
{

$ret = false;
foreach($certificate->merkleTree as $tree)
if(strval($tree["which"]) == $which)
{

if(!($ret === false))
certificateError(

"Certificate contains multiple $which Merkle trees");
$ret = $tree;

}

if($ret === false)
certificateError("Certificate does not contain a $which Merkle tree");
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return $ret;
}

/*
Compares the certificate and the downloaded block info:
* this function checks whether the timestamps are equal
* this function checks whether the Merkle tree roots are equal

Input:
$certificate: the certificate data structure
$blockData: the downloaded block data structure
*/
function compareBlockAndCertificate($certificate, $blockData)
{

$certificateTime = strval($certificate->blockTimestamp["value"]);
if(!ctype_digit($certificateTime))
certificateError(
"The certificate timestamp ($certificateTime) is not an integer");

$blockTime = $blockData->{"time"};

if($certificateTime != $blockTime)
certificateError(

"The certificate timestamp ($certificateTime) does not match ".
"the downloaded block timestamp ($blockTime)");

$tree = getMerkleTreeFromCertificate($certificate, "block");
$certificateMerkleRoot = strval($tree["root"]);
if(!ctype_xdigit($certificateMerkleRoot))

certificateError(
"The certificate block Merkle root ($certificateMerkleRoot) is ".
"not a hexadecimal number");

$blockMerkleRoot = $blockData->{"mrkl_root"};
//Switch endianness:
$blockMerkleRoot = explode(".", chunk_split($blockMerkleRoot, 2, "."));
$blockMerkleRoot = implode("", array_reverse($blockMerkleRoot));

if($certificateMerkleRoot != $blockMerkleRoot)
certificateError(

"The certificate block Merkle root ($certificateMerkleRoot) does " .
"not match the one in the downloaded block ($blockMerkleRoot)");

}

/*
Verifies internal consistency of a Merkle tree.

Input:
$tree: the Merkle tree structure (from the certificate) that needs to be
checked

Return value:
The "leave" value of the tree branch described by $tree
*/
function verifyMerkleTree($tree)
{

$currentHash = strval($tree["root"]);
if(!ctype_xdigit($currentHash))

certificateError(
"The certificate Merkle root $currentHash is not a " .
"hexadecimal number");

foreach($tree->treeItem as $item)
{

$leftHash = strval($item["leftHash"]);
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if(!ctype_xdigit($leftHash))
certificateError(

"The hash value $leftHash is not a hexadecimal number");
$rightHash = strval($item["rightHash"]);
if(!ctype_xdigit($rightHash))

certificateError(
"The hash value $rightHash is not a hexadecimal number");

$data = pack("H*", $leftHash) . pack("H*", $rightHash);
$hash = hash("sha256", $data, true);
$hash = hash("sha256", $hash, false);

if($hash != $currentHash)
certificateError(

"Merkle tree inconsistency: $currentHash does not correspond ".
"with its children");

$followDirection = strval($item["followDirection"]);
if($followDirection == "left")

{$currentHash = $leftHash;}
else if($followDirection == "right")

{$currentHash = $rightHash;}
else

{certificateError("followDirection must be either left or right");}
}

return $currentHash;
}

/*
Retrieves the transaction data from the certificate.

Input:
$certificate: the certificate data structure

Output: the transaction data as a binary string
*/
function getTransactionFromCertificate($certificate)
{

$transaction = $certificate->transaction;
$transaction = str_replace(

array(" ", "\n", "\r", "\t"), array() , $transaction);
if(!ctype_xdigit($transaction))

certificateError(
"The transaction data in the certificate is not (entirely) " .
"hexadecimal");

$transaction = pack("H*" , $transaction);
return $transaction;

}

/*
Reads an unsigned integer (little endian) from a stream

Input:
$fp: the file pointer of the stream
$n: the number of bytes to read

Return value:
The unsigned integer value
*/
function readUint($fp, $n)
{

if($n <= 0)
return 0;

$byte = fread($fp, 1);
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if($byte === FALSE)
certificateError(

"Transaction data in certificate is not correct");

return ord($byte) + 256*readUint($fp, $n-1);
}

/*
Reads a variable-length integer (as used in the Bitcoin protocol) from a stream

Input:
$fp: the file pointer of the stream

Return value:
The unsigned integer value
*/
function readVarInt($fp)
{

$byte = fread($fp, 1);
if($byte === FALSE)

certificateError(
"Transaction data in certificate is not correct");

if(ord($byte) < 0xfd)
return ord($byte);

if($byte == "\xfd")
return readUint($fp, 2);

if($byte == "\xfe")
return readUint($fp, 4);

if($byte == "\xff")
return readUint($fp, 8);

}

/*
Retrieves a message from transaction data

Input:
$transaction: the transaction data as a binary string

Return value:
The message as a binary string
*/
function getMessageFromTransaction($transaction)
{

$fp = fopen('data:text/plain;base64,'.base64_encode($transaction), 'rb');

$version = readUint($fp, 4);
if($version != 1)

certificateError("Unsupported transaction version");

$numIn = readVarInt($fp);
for($i=0; $i<$numIn; $i++)
{

fread($fp, 36); //skip previous output
$scriptLen = readVarInt($fp);
if($scriptLen < 0 || $scriptLen > strlen($transaction))

certificateError("Script length in transaction data out of range");
fread($fp, $scriptLen); //skip scriptSig
fread($fp, 4); //skip sequence

}

$numOut = readVarInt($fp);
if($numOut < 18)

certificateError("Transaction contains less than 18 outputs");
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//Skip the first transaction:
fread($fp, 8);
$scriptLen = readVarInt($fp);
if($scriptLen < 0 || $scriptLen > strlen($transaction))

certificateError("Script length in transaction data out of range");
fread($fp, $scriptLen); //skip scriptPK

$message = "";
for($i=0; $i<17; $i++)
{

$a1 = fread($fp, 1);
$a2 = fread($fp, 1);
$amountRest = fread($fp, 6);
$scriptLen = readVarInt($fp);
if($scriptLen < 0 || $scriptLen > strlen($transaction))

certificateError("Script length in transaction data out of range");
fread($fp, $scriptLen); //skip scriptPK
$message .= $a2;
$message .= $a1;

}

fclose($fp);
return $message;

}

/*
Verifies a version=1 timestamp certificate.
*/
function verify()
{

$certificate = getCertificateData();
if(strval($certificate->version["value"]) != "1")
processError("This program can only verify version 1 certificates");

$blockHeight = strval($certificate->blockIndex["value"]);
if(!ctype_digit($blockHeight))

certificateError(
"The block height ($blockHeight) is not an integer");

$blockData = getBlockData($blockHeight);
if($blockData->{"height"} != $blockHeight)

processError("Failed to download block information");

compareBlockAndCertificate($certificate, $blockData);

$treeLeave = verifyMerkleTree(
getMerkleTreeFromCertificate($certificate, "block"));

$transaction = getTransactionFromCertificate($certificate);
$transactionHash = hash("sha256", $transaction, true);
$transactionHash = hash("sha256", $transactionHash, false);
if($transactionHash != $treeLeave)

certificateError(
"Block tree leave ($treeLeave) does not match transaction hash ".
"($transactionHash)");

$messageFromTransaction = getMessageFromTransaction($transaction);

$message = strval($certificate->message["value"]);
if(!ctype_xdigit($message))

certificateError(
"The transaction message in the certificate ($message) is not a ".
"hexadecimal number");

if(bin2hex($messageFromTransaction) != $message)
certificateError("Transaction does not contain the correct message");
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$hashFromMessage = substr($message, 2, 64);

$timestampTree = getMerkleTreeFromCertificate($certificate, "timestamp");
if($hashFromMessage != strval($timestampTree["root"]))

certificateError(
"Hash from message ($hashFromMessage) does not match root hash ".
"of timestamp Merkle tree");

$treeLeave = verifyMerkleTree($timestampTree);

$documentHash = strval($certificate->documentHash["value"]);
if($treeLeave != $documentHash)

certificateError(
"Timestamp tree leave ($treeLeave) does not match document hash ".
"($documentHash)");

$timestamp = strval($certificate->blockTimestamp["value"]);
if(!ctype_digit($timestamp))

certificateError(
"The timestamp value ($timestamp) is not an integer");

echo "Certificate is correct.\n";
echo "Timestamp: ".strftime("%A %B %d %I:%m:%S %p %Y (UTC)", $timestamp) . "\n";
echo "Document SHA256 hash: ".$documentHash . "\n";

}

if($_POST['submit'] == "")
{
?>
<h3>Verify a timestamp certificate</h3>
<p>
Note: as always with computers, the "garbage-in-garbage-out" principle applies:
the quality of the output depends on the quality of the input. If you want to
be absolutely certain that your certificate is correct, you must ensure
the following:
<ul>

<li>You or some other trustworthy expert has investigated this program and
verified that it rejects all incorrect certificates.</li>
<li>The person / organization who installed this program is trustworthy.
In other words, you must be sure that you are actually using the
version of the program that was verified by you or your expert.</li>
<li>The source of block chain information is trustworthy.</li>

</ul>
<p>
<form action="" method="post">

Select the source of Bitcoin block information
(must support the blockchain.info API):<br>
<input name="url" type="text" size="64" value="http://blockchain.info" />
<p>

Enter the data from the certificate:<br>
<textarea rows="25" cols="80" name="certificate">
</textarea>
<p>
<input name="submit" type="submit" value="Submit" />

</form>

<?php
}
else
{

echo "<pre>\n";
try
{

verify();
}
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catch (Exception $e)
{

$text = $e->getMessage();
echo "$text\n";

}
echo "</pre>\n";
echo "<p>\n";
echo "<a href=\"\">Perform a new verification</a><br>\n";

}
?>

</html>
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